
Anna Hilton
Graphic Designer

Originally from London, UK, I studied graphic design and 

illustration at Chelsea College of Art and Nottingham Trent 

university. After graduating, I worked for three years at a design 

studio in east London working on creating visual identities and 

digital solutions for clients across various disciplines. I then 

moved to join the digital design team at Selfridge’s to design and 

launch their first e-commerce website, working closely with the 

luxury brands represented.

For the last 9 years I have been working at the luxury accessories 

company, Anya Hindmarch. Working closely with the creative 

director, I would manage the design team to produce all graphic 

elements required to support the business - particularly the 

creative, marketing and digital teams. My main focus was to 

translate the seasonal creative concepts into digital solutions for 

the Anya Hindmarch website and social assets.

Since 2019, I been a freelance designer working for various 

clients in the luxury field to support with their digital and print 

requirements.

annahilton@me.com

07813140602



Anya Hindmarch
SHOWROOMS 2011 - 2012

The Anya Hindmarch showrooms were always an 
experience in themselves, as well as a chance to see the 
new collection. I worked on producing the invitations 
and graphic elements at the event. Such as cafe 
menu’s, kiosk items, goody bag ephemera and signage.



LONDON FASHION WEEK SS11

Showroom printed collateral including invitations, menus 

and goody bag ephemera



LONDON FASHION WEEK AW11

Showroom printed collateral including invitations, menus 

and goody bag ephemera



LONDON FASHION WEEK SS12

Showroom printed collateral including invitations, menus 

and goody bag ephemera



Anya Hindmarch
What Planet Are you on?

To support the SS14 ‘Out of this world’ collection, 
the art director had the concept to create birth charts 
for the front row called ‘What Planet Are You From?’. 
I was tasked to create these charts and created the 
illustrations and visual look of the charts. An online 
version was created so customers could create their 
own as well as an in-store kiosk which printed a 
receipt version.

whatplanetareyouon.com



WHAT PLANET ARE YOU ON?

Micro-site and personalised printed charts for Front Row



WHAT PLANET ARE YOU ON?

Micro-site



WHAT PLANET ARE YOU ON?

In-store kiosk which dispensed a gift and printed receipt version of 

the personalised charts



Anya Hindmarch
Pixelate Collection
AW14

To support the AW14 ‘Pixelate’ collection, I worked 
on the creative for the homepage takeover as well as 
an app for customers to download and create their 
own pixel artwork. This was also used at events to 
create a conceptual ‘photo-booth’ experience which 
allowed customers to shoot and print their own 
pixel portraits.



LONDON FASHION WEEK 

HOME PAGE TAKEOVER

Branding and digital design



PIX BY ANYA APP

Branding, digital design and print design



PIXELATE COLLECTION

Look Book



Anya Hindmarch
Circulus Collection
2017

The ‘Circulus’ collection was a beautiful display of 
craftmanship and leatherwork. Anya “started with 
the ‘simple’ circle” which I took as inspiration for the 
digital approach.

To launch the collection online I created a clean 
design with the focus on a circle which slowly drifted 
through the colour spectrum. The email design was 
built so that when a reader opened the email, they 
would see a different coloured circle dependent on the 
time of day they opened it.



LONDON FASHION WEEK 

HOME PAGE TAKEOVER

Branding and digital design



CIRCULUS COLLECTION

Digital Look Book



CIRCULUS COLLECTION

Website and email designs



Anya Hindmarch
Chubby collection
2018

The concept to launch the SS18 collection was to 
inflate a huge chubby heart over Battersea as Anya’s 
love letter to London. It grew to hearts being inflated 
in 40 locations across 7 days. I was responsible for 
the production of the branding and how visually the 
marketing and digital communication would look. 
I sourced and commissioned an illustrator to create 
a ‘tool box’ of elements we could use across various 
collateral. I also worked with an animator to create 
short films which were released each day as different 
hearts appeared across the sky line. I designed the 
micro-site as well as an online tool where customers 
could send their own digital expanding chubby heart 
to friends and loved ones.

chubbyhearts.com



CHUBBY HEARTS

chubbyhearts.com



CHUBBY HEARTS

Social assets, animations and iMessage Stickers



CHUBBY HEARTS

Choose from 4 animations and create and

share a digital balloon with your friends 

and family



Match Search
WINE INDUSTRY RECRUITMENT SPECIALIST

Match Search is a recruitment agent which specialises 
in the international wine industry. Inspired by the 
simple range of wine colour classifications, I wanted 
to create an identity which also used a simple palette 
and tangible textures alongside a confident typeface. 
I produced the business cards, invoice templates and 
website.



MATCH SEARCH

Business card and invoice



MATCH SEARCH

Website design and build



Heartcore
BOUTIQUE DYNAMIC PILATES STUDIO

I have been supporting the Heartcore team to produce 
the concepts and graphic design for their seasonal 
campaigns. This encompasses in-studio light-boxes, 
flyers, digital elements to update their website and 
social assets.



HEARTCORE

January promotion



HEARTCORE

Gift card design and communication



Gus + Beau
PREMIUM BABY PLAYMATS

Gus + Beau create premium playmats that use muted 
colours and patterns to complement the customers 
home aesthetic.

For the branding, Liz, the founder, wanted to include 
a rainbow spectrum of colour to represent her 
personal motivation and inspiration behind the brand 
which came after the loss of a her first child, Beau. A 
rainbow represented the magic that appears after the 
storm, her second child Gus.

The outcome was a tool box of colours and shapes 
that can be used to create patterns, illustrations, bold 
layouts or eclectic designs to represent the varied 
nature of child’s play.



GUS + BEAU

Brand guidelines



GUS + BEAU

Packaging including sticker sheets and postcards



GUS + BEAU

‘Stay at Home’ Easter Egg Hunt

Print outs and social assets



GUS + BEAU

‘Stay at Home’ campaigns

• Colouring in posters • Digital drawing competition • Jigsaw puzzle



Thank you for your time.

If you would like to see more samples of work, please don’t 

hesitate get in touch.

ANNA HILTON

annahilton@me.com

07813140602


